
Client Talking Points

Questions & Answers 

Q: Is filter 5.7 mandatory to use Firco Continuity 5.9?
A: Yes, this is a pre-requisite for Firco Continuity 5.9. The system cannot start if you use an 
older version of the filter. It is only from this filter version that we get visibility on the filter 
configuration and all the hits raised by the filter but discarded by the rules and exceptions

Q: Is it possible to limit access to the message audit trail?
A: Yes. Only users having the appropriate profile can access the Message Auditor and the message 
audit trail. It means that you can decide which users can access your configuration information 
and full details of audit.

Q: You said the advanced modules are in green but the 5.9.0 release does not contain the 
advanced modules. Does that mean the 5.9.0 release doesn’t include the two modules listed 
there?
A: Correct, the advanced modules you already know and maybe use will be delivered in first 
half 2018. Nevertheless, the first release of Firco Continuity 5.9 delivers high value with two new 
advanced modules: Message Auditor and Hit Level Qualification.
Please share your requirements with your account manager or professional services contact.

Q: In regards to integration to Alliance Access 7.2, will there still be an ADK available?
A: Yes, as part of Firco Continuity 5.9.1 we will deliver the SAA connectors (FOFS and FOFA 
ADK). The connectors will be the ones compatible with Swift Alliance Access platform 7.2.  It 
means that you need to migrate your SAA platform to connect with Firco Continuity 5.9.1 (Swift 
impose this migration before November 2018).

Q: What capability does Filter 5.7 have to provide auditing of changes to configuration 
settings?  For example, if a change was made to one of the tuning settings, will you know who 
changed it and when?
A: Filter 5.7 gives information on its settings, including algorithms (no information on the user). 
It also identifies the list of files used (list file, rules file…) with the file name, file update date, user 
name…

Q: Will Firco Continuity 5.9 store the non-checking and no-hit alerts into database?
A: Yes. Instead of keeping only the alerted transactions as the current version, Firco Continuity 
5.9 captures all the transactions received, whatever the screening result. It means that you are able 
to show proof of screening related information on your complete transaction flow.
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Q: Post decision making will the reason code concatenates with the user comment or it stores 
separately?
A: It will be stored separately so that to facilitate a posteriori analysis.

Q: Is it a profile right that permit to force each hit qualification before final decision?
A: No, it will be an option to activate at the transition level so that you can decide exactly which 
decision you want to enforce for the hit qualification.

Q: What will be the capacity of database. Currently it is supports 2 million records to get better 
performance.
A: The data model has been completely changed to enable scalability. The target was to be able to 
store between 50 and 100 million records depending the size of the transactions and the amount 
of files attached to the decisions. First tests indicate, we can make an alert review within acceptable 
performance, with a database of 100 million records.

Q: Will message auditor provides stripping hit information as well?
A: Message Auditor will provide visibility on all events. It will be enriched when new features come, 
including information from Stripping Detector.

Q: Aside from additional front end continuity features, will there be any further changes to filter 
logic and output?
A: Filter 5.7 includes traceability feature to enable traceability in Firco Continuity. It also includes a 
new algorithm related to embargo hits logic.

Q: Is special character issues being handled in this 5.9 release?
A: Firco Continuity accepts only UTF-8 encoding. Characters encoded differently may cause issues 
in the front-end. In version 5.9.1 a control will be added at the Acquisition level so that to route to 
QERROR a transaction that does not respect this pre-requisite.

Q: Can hit level qualification fields/column names be configured?
A: A: This is a good point for later enhancement. For the moment, the only configurable information 
is to display or not the hit score given in the filter through the scoring file. The score will be displayed 
only for users having the corresponding right enabled.
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Q: User administration in Continuity 5.9, will the system allow/require for more than one user 
to approve user creation?
A: Yes, this will be included in 5.9.1. A new profile right is available for an administrator to validate 
the user creation / change done by another administrator.

Q: When would you expect to have a more specific date for 5.9.1 being released?
A: The expected delivery date is end of June 2018. In case of any change, we will communicate as 
soon as possible.

Q: Are you able to provide more specific Technical information ahead of February 2018 if we 
need it?
A: Feel free to contact your account manager and send your questions over.

Q: Will a single user will be able to open more than one window using IE? 
A: No change has been made on this part.

Q: How FircoBAM will work in 5.9?
A: For the first release of FircoBAM for Firco Continuity 5.9.1, it will be exactly the same 
information as currently. A second version will be done (no date yet) to include more data and 
analytics.

Q: Are there any changes to how we create the State and Transition? For example linking a state 
or transition to a Unit or Business Unit? 
A: The workflow configuration is simplified with the management of States and Transitions inside 
the same administration menu “Workflow management”. As in current versions, states and transitions 
are assigned to user profiles (that are linked to a unit). There is no direct link between the state / 
transition and the unit.


